This paper is concerned with a scheduling problem that occurs in service systems, where customers are classified as 'ordinary' and 'special'. Ordinary customers can be served on any service facility, while special customers can be served only on the flexible service facilities. Customers arrive dynamically over time and their needs become known upon arrival. We assume any service, once started, will be carried out to its completion. In this paper, we study the worst-case performance of service policies used in practice. In particular, we evaluate three classes of service policies: policies with priority, policies without priority, and their combinations. We obtain tight worst-case performance bounds for all service policies considered.
Introduction
In some service systems, customers are classified as 'ordinary' and 'special'. All service facilities, henceforth referred to as 'servers', can serve ordinary customers, but only some of them can serve special customers. Customers arrive over time, forming a queue in order of their arrivals, and their needs become known upon arrival. A service policy is applied to serving the customers. This kind of operation occurs in many service and manufacturing systems, such as in banks, web service, airplane checking in, product processing, etc. For example, a bank may offer many ordinary services such as for opening a new account, making a deposit and withdrawal, but it may also offer some special services such as for declaring loss of bank cards, foreign currency exchange. For the latter services many banks provide flexible servers, which can provide special as well as ordinary services. We shall call other servers only providing ordinary services as dedicated servers.
The numbers of flexible and dedicated servers are determined according to statistics over a long period of time on types of demands, workload of different types of servers, costs of different types of servers, etc. For example, the number of servers for the foreign currency exchange is determined by the total demand for the service and the number of trained cashiers. It is, therefore, important to evaluate and choose a corresponding service policy in order to use the limited service resource efficiently.
In a service system, a service policy is based on many factors, such as service manner, customer requirements, service efficiency, and system workload, etc. A policy, which is superior at some aspects, may be inferior at others. It seems impossible to find an optimal (even good) policy in general. On the other hand, very often a 'good' policy is too complicated to be implemented in practice. Therefore, we do not try to provide a 'good' service policy. Rather we evaluate the policies that are commonly used in practice.
Due to the multi-factor nature of a service policy as mentioned above, a sensible way of study is to evaluate the policies from different angles, of which the worst-case performance is one. This paper focuses on the worst-case performance of various service policies under the objective of serving all customers as soon as possible, a measure that indicates the relative policy efficiency and one of the main concerns for some service systems. For example, the problem of long queues at banks is becoming ever acute in China. Because of heavy population and limited banking facilities in Chinese cities, a bank would always concern about how to finish the required services as early as possible. The average-case performance with respect to this objective and to average customer waiting time has been studied by Wang [12] . All these evaluation results will provide decision makers with extensive and comprehensive information about the policy performance in the system and suitability of various policies in different situations.
We summarize and investigate three categories of service policies used in practice. In a service system, if customers requiring special services are considered more important and should be preferentially treated, policies with priorities are typically established. One such policy is the 'Designated Flexible Servers' (DFS) policy. In such a policy, special customers have priority over ordinary customers. The flexible servers serve special customers in order of their arrivals and, when all special customers in the queue have been served, the flexible servers will be idle and wait for the arrival of the next special customer, even if there are ordinary customers in the queue. Another policy is the 'Special Customers First' (SCF) policy. In such a policy, the flexible servers first serve special customers in order of their arrivals. In the absence of special customers, they will serve the first ordinary customer in the queue.
If no priority is considered, two policies come into consideration. The easiest and most impartial one is the 'First-Come, First-Served' (FCFS) policy. All customers are in the same queue in order of their arrivals and 'queue jumping' is not allowed. Note that in the FCFS policy, if the first customer in the queue is special and all flexible servers are busy, then all customers in the queue must wait even if some dedicated servers are idle. Therefore, although the FCFS policy is absolutely impartial, it may waste service resources. As a result, the 'First-Fit, First-Served' (FFFS) policy may be adopted. In such a policy, the first idle server serves the first customer that it is able to serve.
Consideration of both prioritization and impartiality may lead to mixed service policies. We consider two such policies: (1) Set aside some of the flexible servers to serve customers according to the DFS policy and apply the FFFS policy to all other servers. Such a policy will be called the 'Mixed policy with DFS' (MDFS). (2) Set aside some of the flexible servers to serve customers according to the SCF policy and apply the FFFS policy to all other servers. Such policy will be called the 'Mixed policy with SCF' (MSCF).
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we formally introduce the problem and review related literature. After notations and some policy properties are presented in Section 3, we study the three categories of policies (with/without priorities and their combinations) in Sections 4, 5 and 6, respectively. Some concluding remarks are provided in Section 7.
Problem definition and related work
First we describe the problem formally in terms of machine scheduling terminology. The servers are referred to as machines and customers as jobs. There are m machines M 1 , M 2 , . . . , M m , of which the first k (k ≤ m) machines are flexible and can process both ordinary and special jobs. The other m − k machines are dedicated and can process ordinary jobs only. We assume that at least one flexible machine should be set to process the special jobs in any service policy. Hence 1 ≤ k ≤ m. Let r j and p j be the arrival (release) time and processing time of job J j , respectively. Arriving jobs form a queue in order of their arrivals, among which some are ordinary and the others are special, which can only be processed on the k flexible machines. At any point of time, existence of all those jobs with arrival times later than the current time is unknown. All jobs are serviced according to the queue and 'queue-jumping' is not allowed unless, in some service policies, the jumping job belongs to a class different from all of its predecessors. A job, once started on a machine, will remain on the machine until completion. The objective is to minimize the makespan, the time by which all jobs are completed. We refer this problem as 'On-line Service Scheduling' (OSS) problem.
There is some work on a similar scenario in the stochastic scheduling community, such as [9, 4] . They consider a dynamic scheduling problem for a queueing system that has two streams of arrivals to infinite capacity buffers and two nonidentical servers working in parallel. One server can only process jobs from one buffer, whereas the other server can process jobs from either buffers. They focus on finding a good policy under some distribution assumptions in case of heavy traffic. They show that a threshold policy gets the near-optimal. This paper considers the problem in deterministic environment with more than 2 parallel servers. We analyze service policies via the worst case analysis, and focus on the relationship between the performance ratios and the numbers of different servers.
The machine environment of OSS problem can be considered as a special case of unrelated parallel machines. All machines are identical for ordinary jobs. However, these machines become uniformly related if both ordinary and special jobs are considered: all flexible machines have a unit speed and all dedicated machines have a speed of 0, i.e., they are not allowed to process any special job. In the case of k = m, all machines are the same. Thus the machine environment of OSS also can be considered as an extension of the classical parallel machines. To the best of our knowledge, little research exists on such a scheduling problem, especially in an on-line environment.
We evaluate the worst-case performance of an on-line algorithm in terms of its competitiveness to an off-line optimal algorithm. An on-line algorithm is said to be ρ-competitive if, for any instance of the problem, the algorithm generates a schedule of makespan no more than ρ times that of an off-line optimal schedule for the instance. If such ρ is taken as small as possible, then ρ is called the competitive ratio of the algorithm.
We review some related work on on-line and parallel machine scheduling. The reader is referred to [5] and [10] for more details. If job release time is not considered, i.e., all jobs are ready at the same time, Graham [7] shows that List Scheduling algorithm for scheduling identical parallel machines is (2 − 1/m)-competitive. This algorithm always schedules the first job in the queue whenever a machine becomes idle. Aspnes et al. [2] describe an O(log m)-competitive algorithm for scheduling unrelated parallel machines and Azar et al. [3] show that this algorithm is the best possible up to a constant factor.
Very recently, Ambhl and Mastrolilli [1] provide a preemptive variant of List Scheduling for the problem of general release times with the objective of minimizing the maximum flow time. They show that their algorithm is (2 − 1/m)-competitive and is optimal.
With general release times but arrival jobs do not form a queue, Shmoys et al. [11] provide a general reduction framework from on-line to off-line to deal with unknown release times. Hall and Shmoys [8] prove that on-line list scheduling is 2-competitive even in the presence of precedence constraints. If the machines are unrelated, a simple algorithm is O( √ m)-competitive [6] , which is the best possible up to a constant factor. A special case of OSS problem is studied by Wang and Xing [13] , in which all jobs are assumed to have the same release time. They have derived the competitive ratios, which we denote here by R 0 H to be used for comparing with the ratios gotten in this paper.
In this paper, we establish all corresponding competitive ratios R H for general release times. Immediately we have the following observation.
Notation and Preliminaries
In this section, we establish some preliminary results for later sections. We use H to represent a fixed algorithm that will correspond to a service policy studied in subsequent sections and use C A to represent the makespan of the schedule constructed by an algorithm A. Such a schedule will be called an A-schedule. Let J τ be the job that terminates the H-schedule, in which job J τ starts at time s τ . The arrival time and processing time of job J τ are r τ and p τ , respectively. In analyzing the performance of algorithm H, we assume without loss of generality that s τ > r τ , since otherwise H has constructed an optimal schedule. Fix any nonempty set M ∆ of machines, let r ≥ 0 be the last point of idle time on the machines of M ∆ before time s τ and denote y = s τ − r. Therefore, the makespan C H = r + y + p τ . Let J ∆ be the set of jobs that are completed at time r or later on machines of M ∆ together with job J τ . In what follows we present some technical lemmas, which compare the qualities of the schedules constructed by algorithm H and by any algorithm A with specified properties. We will replace A by an optimal algorithm in the analysis of subsequent sections.
Proof. The result follows directly from the fact that Proof. Job J τ , which belongs to J ∆ , starts its processing at s τ ≥ r and this implies r τ ≥ r according to condition (b). Therefore, the makespan of any schedule is at least r τ + p τ ≥ r + p τ .
To obtain (ii), notice that r is the last point of idle time before s τ on machines M ∆ , which together with condition (a) implies that there is no idle time between r and s τ on these machines. Let the idle interval ended at r be on machine
Since each job of J ∆ processed on machine M l arrives at r or later according to condition (b), these jobs, together with J τ , have to be processed after r in any schedule. The total processing time is at least p τ + y.
For any machine M i ∈ M ∆ , i = l, let f i (≥ r) be the earliest job completion time on the machine. Fix any r ≤ r. If f i − r > r , then the job completed at f i will have at least f i − r − r portion of its processing time that has to be processed after time r in any schedule. If f i < s τ , then the jobs starting their processing between f i and s τ on M i must have arrived at time r or later, therefore they must be processed after r in any schedule. Denote g i = max{f i , s τ }. Then in any schedule, the total processing time of jobs in J ∆ after r is at least
where the summations are over all i = l, M i ∈ M ∆ . If we choose r = r, then the conclusion follows.
Lemma 3.3 In addition to the two conditions in Lemma 3.2, we further assume that jobs of J ∆ can be processed on at most σ machines in an
Proof. According to Lemma 3.2, we have C A ≥ r + p τ . Furthermore, since the total processing time of the jobs of J ∆ after time r in any schedule is at least p τ + δy − (δ − 1)r and this amount of processing can be undertaken on at most σ machines, we have
The desired conclusion follows from Lemma 3.1. 
Lemma 3.4 In addition to the two conditions in Lemma 3.2 when
Proof. Let time r i (i = 1, 2) be the last point of idle time before time s τ on machines of
. Since the two conditions in Lemma 3.2 are satisfied when M ∆ is replaced by M ∆ 1 , we conclude according to Lemma 3.2 that, in any schedule, the total amount of processing after time r 1 for jobs of J ∆ 1 is at least
On the other hand, by using exactly the same argument as in the proof of Lemma 3.2 with r = r 2 and r = r 1 , we conclude that the total amount of processing after time r 1 for jobs of J ∆ 2 is at least
, the total amount of processing after time r 1 in any schedule for jobs of
we have
Since C A ≥ r 2 + p τ , i.e., r 2 ≤ C A − p τ , the above inequality implies the following:
Notice that C A ≥ r 1 + p τ , and δ 1 ≥ 1, δ 2 ≥ 1, and σ ≥ δ 1 + δ 2 − 1, according to Lemma 3.1, we have
This completes our proof.
In the following sections, we use the notation and general technical lemmas established in this section to analyze the competitiveness of individual service policies.
Policies with priority
In each of the next three sections, we study a category of two service policies and establish their competitive ratios. We start with priority policies in this section. Recall that in the DFS policy, all k flexible machines are designated exclusively to processing special jobs in order of their arrivals and the remaining m − k machines are dedicated to processing ordinary jobs only according to their arrival order. At least one machine should be available to process ordinary jobs in this policy, and hence we assume that k < m, which also applies to the MDFS policy considered in Section 6. Let OPT denote an optimal schedule.
Theorem 4.1 The competitive ratio of the DFS policy is
Proof. Consider any DFS-schedule. Suppose first that the terminating job J τ is a special job. Let M ∆ = {M 1 , . . . , M k }. Then conditions (a) and (b) in Lemma 3.2 for M ∆ are satisfied. The jobs in J ∆ can be processed on at most k flexible machines in any schedule. According to Lemma 3.3 with δ = σ = k, we have
Assume now that the terminating job J τ is an ordinary job. Let M ∆ = {M k+1 , . . . , M m }. Using the same argument as above and according to Lemma 3.3 with δ = m − k and σ = m, we have [13] , we get the tightness of the bound according to Observation 2.1.
The second policy with priority is the SCF policy. Recall that the SCF policy differs from the DFS policy only in that an available flexible machine will process an ordinary job if there is no special job in the queue.
Theorem 4.2 The competitive ratio of the SCF policy is R
Proof. Given an SCF-schedule. Assume first that the terminating job J τ is ordinary. 
Now consider the other case where the terminating job J τ is a special job. Let
Then, as before, Lemma 3.3 is applicable with σ = m and hence
To show that the left-hand side of above is also upper bounded by 3 − 1/k, let us use an argument based on the total processing load for special jobs. Let s z (r ≤ s z ≤ s τ ) be the maximum starting time of an ordinary job on the flexible machines. If there is no such ordinary job, let s z = r. Then any job starting between time s z and s τ is a special job and hence arrives at s z or later. Note that each flexible machine is busy between r and s τ . Therefore, the total workload of the k flexible machines during interval [s z , s τ ], possibly except that of the first job on each machine, which is at most C OPT , will have to be processed on these flexible machines at s z or later in any schedule. Therefore,
Since s τ = r + y, we have
which, together with the fact that C OPT ≥ r + p τ , implies the applicability of Lemma 3.1:
Hence we obtain the desired upper bound. The instances below will show that the bound is tight. It is easy to see that C SCF = 3 − 1/k. In the optimal schedule, all ordinary jobs are processed on the dedicated machines and all special jobs are processed on the flexible machines with an optimal makespan 1 + 2 . Hence C SCF /C OPT → 3 − 1/k as → 0. Comparing the competitive ratios of the DFS and SCF policies, we have the following corollary:
Policies without priority
In this section we consider two non-priority policies, namely, the 'first-come, first served' (FCFS) policy and the 'first-fit, first served' (FFFS) policy. Recall that, in both policies, an available flexible machine will process the first job in the queue and an available dedicated machine will process the first ordinary job. The only difference between the two policies lies on that, in the FCFS policy, queue jumping is not allowed, while in the FFFS policy, the first ordinary job in the queue is allowed to be processed before its predecessors, which by definition are special jobs, if the available machine is not flexible. For the FFFS policy, we can immediately establish the same upper bound of 1 − (m − 1)/k as for the FCFS policy by using exactly the same argument.
Theorem 5.1 The competitive ratio of the FCFS policy is
However, the bound in the above lemma is not tight. A tight bound will be based on the following lemma.
Proof. Given an FFFS-schedule. Consider first the case where the terminating job J τ is an ordinary job. Let
Then it is easy to check that conditions of Lemma 3.4 are satisfied with δ 1 = k, δ 2 = m − k and σ = m. Hence Lemma 3.4 implies
Now consider the other case where job J τ is special.
Therefore, we assume that s z > r. Let t = s τ − s z , then 0 ≤ t < y. Let J z be the ordinary job starting processing at s z on a flexible machine. J z arrives at r z with processing time p z , so r ≤ r z ≤ s z . There should be no idle time between r z and s z on any dedicated machines
Let f i be the first finishing time after r z on a dedicated machine
there must be an amount f i − r z − r of processing that is executed after time r in any schedule. Let g i = max{f i , s z }. The jobs starting processing between f i and g i on a dedicated machine M i (k + 1 ≤ i ≤ m) must arrive after time r. Therefore, they must be processed after r in any schedule. Consequently, jobs that are processed on the dedicated machines in the FFFS-schedule will have at least the following total processing amount that needs to be executed in any schedule after r:
On the other hand, if we let M ∆ = {M 1 , . . . , M k }, then the two conditions of Lemma 3.2 are satisfied, which implies that the jobs processed on the flexible machines in the FFFS-schedule will have at least p τ + ky − (k − 1)r amount that needs to be processed after time r in any schedule. Therefore, the total processing after time r in any optimal schedule is at least
and thus the optimal makespan
In the FFFS-schedule, if a special job starts its processing between s z and s τ on a flexible machine, it must arrive no earlier than job J z , so it will be processed after r z in any schedule. Since s z is the maximum starting time of an ordinary job starting its processing between r and s τ on the flexible machines, jobs processed between s z and s τ on the flexible machines must be special jobs and arrive no earlier than r z except possibly the first one, which has a processing time at most C OPT . Therefore, the total processing of special jobs after r z in any schedule is at least
Since the amount of processing can be executed on at most k flexible machines in any schedule, we have
which together with t = s τ − s z implies
The above, together with the fact that
Combining (1), (2) to eliminate t and the fact that job J τ arrives no earlier than J z , we obtain
On the other hand, we also have
Since r z ≥ r, from (3) and (4), we have
Therefore, for all possible cases, we have proved the desired bound.
Theorem 5.2 The competitive ratio of the FFFS policy is as follows:
Proof. Lemmas 5.1 and 5.2 provide the upper bound. Since R 0 FFFS has the same value [13] , Observation 2.1 implies the tightness of the bound.
Comparing the competitive ratios of the FCFS and FFFS policies, we have the following corollary.
Corollary 5.2 In terms of competitiveness, the FFFS policy is superior over the FCFS policy: R FFFS ≤ R FCFS .

Mixed policies
It is very often in practice for an increased system efficiency that the flexible machines of the system are categorized into two classes, one of which follows the DFS (SCF, respectively) policy and the other follows the FFFS policy. In this section, we study the two resulting mixed policies, namely, the MDFS and MSCF policies. As before, we use k (1 ≤ k ≤ m) to denote the number of flexible machines. Let k 1 (0 ≤ k 1 ≤ k) be the number of flexible machines to which the DFS (SCF, respectively) policy is applied. As we explained at the beginning of Section 4, we assume k 1 < m in the MDFS policy. The two mixed policies are considered separately in two subsections.
The MDFS policy
Suppose an MDFS-schedule is given. Depending on whether the terminating job J τ is an ordinary job or a special job, we establish corresponding bounds on worst-case performance.
Lemma 6.1 If job J τ is ordinary in the MDFS-schedule, then R
Then it is easy to see that Lemma 3.3 is applicable with δ = m − k 1 and σ = m. Hence
Again it is easy to check that Lemma 3.4 is applicable with
Hence inequality (5) is still satisfied.
Lemma 6.2 If job J τ is special in the MDFS-schedule, then R MDFS
On the other hand, if we let M ∆ = {M 1 , . . . , M k 1 }, then Lemma 3.3 is applicable with δ = k 1 and σ = k. Hence
Let 
According to (6) , (7) and (8), we only need to prove that C MDFS /C OPT ≤ f 3 (k 1 ) when
Then conditions of Lemma 3.2 are satisfied and hence there is no idle time from r to s τ on these machines.
Let s z (r ≤ s z ≤ s τ ) be the maximum starting time of an ordinary job on machines {M k 1 +1 , . . . , M m }. If there is no such a job, let s z = r. We deal with the two cases separately. Assume first that s z = r. Using the same argument as that in the proof of conclusion (ii) of Lemma 3.2, it is easy to establish that, in any schedule, the total amount of processing after time r for jobs processed between r and s τ on machines {M 1 , . . . , M k 1 } in the MDFS-schedule is at least
On the other hand, when s z = r, there is no ordinary job starting its processing between r and s τ on machines {M k 1 +1 , . . . M k }. Thus jobs processed between r and s τ must be special jobs and arrive later than r except possibly the first one on each of these machines, whose processing time is bounded by C OPT . Hence, in any schedule, the total amount of processing after r for jobs processed between r and s τ on machines {M k 1 +1 , . . . M k } in the MDFS-schedule is at least (k − k 1 )(y − C OPT ). Therefore, the total amount of processing of special jobs in any schedule after time r is at least
and this amount can only be processed on at most k flexible machines, which imply
According to Lemma 3.1, we have for 2k − m ≤ k 1 ,
Now assume s z > r, let t = s τ − s z , then 0 ≤ t < y. Then (1) in Lemma 5.2 is still valid with the same arguments:
Since there is no idle time between r and s τ on any machine M i (1 ≤ i ≤ k 1 ), the total amount of processing for special jobs processed between r and s τ on these machines are at least k 1 y. Then in any schedule, the total amount of processing of these jobs after r z is at least k 1 y − kr z .
In the MDFS-schedule, when a special job starts its processing between s z and s τ on flexible machines M i (k 1 + 1 ≤ i ≤ k), it must arrive no earlier than J z , so it will be processed at r z or later in any schedule. According to the definition of s z , jobs processed between s z and s τ on these machines must be special jobs and arrive later than r z except possibly the first one on its machine. Thus, in any schedule, the total amount of processing after r z for jobs processed between s z and s τ on machines
. Therefore, the total amount of processing of special jobs after r z in any schedule is at least
which together with the fact that C OPT ≥ r z + p z implies
Combining (10) and (11) to eliminate t, we have
. Since the last job J τ arrives no earlier than J z , we have
Notice that β ≤ 1 and r ≤ r z , from (12) and (13) we have
With (6)- (9) and (14), we complete our proof of the lemma.
Theorem 6.1 The competitive ratio R MDFS (k 1 ) of the MDFS policy is as follows,
Proof. Notice that the MDFS policy reduces to the FFFS and DFS policies, respectively, if k 1 = 0 or k 1 = k. In both cases, the conclusions are already established in Theorem 5.2 and Theorem 4.1. Hence we assume 1 ≤ k 1 < k. In what follows, we use the same arguments as those used in [13] and compare several functions in different intervals that the value of k falls in. Let f 1 , f 2 (x) and f 3 (x) be defined as in the proof of Lemma 6.2. Let f 4 (x) = 1 + (m − 1)/(m − x). According to Lemmas 6.1 and 6.2,
We have already obtained formula for
So we compare f 4 (k 1 ) with (8) .
It is easy to see that
is the only point such that f 2 (x 24 ) = f 4 (x 24 ) and
is the only point such that f 3 (x 34 ) = f 4 (x 34 ) and 2k
. If
. Hence we get (16). Case 3. 2m/3 < k ≤ m. Similarly, it is easy to see that
The tightness of the bounds on R MDFS (k 1 ) is obtained from Observation 2.1 and the corresponding values of R 0 MDFS (k 1 ) [13] . In the MDFS policy, one can adjust the allocation of some of the flexible machines to the DFS policy according to actual needs. We present a corollary to show how to make the adjustment to achieve the best competitive ratio.
Corollary 6.1 The competitive ratio
is as follows:
be an arbitrary integer between 0 and m − k.
The MSCF policy
In this subsection, we study the MSCF policy. As we did in the previous subsection, we assume an MSCF-schedule is given and, depending on whether the terminating job J τ is an ordinary job or a special job, we establish corresponding bounds on worst-case performance.
If job J τ is ordinary for the MSCF policy, then replace SCF by MSCF in the first part of the proof for Theorem 4.2, we can immediately establish the same upper bound of 2 − 1/m.
3 is applicable with δ = k and σ = m:
We shall improve the above bound if
It is easy to see that there is no idle time between r and s τ on machines of M ∆ . Since r τ ≥ r, there is no idle time between r τ and s τ on any machine M i (1 ≤ i ≤ k 1 ). Thus jobs processed between r τ and s τ in the MSCF-schedule must be special jobs and arrive later than r except possibly the first one on each of these machines. Therefore, the total amount of processing in any algorithm after time r for special jobs processed between r τ and s τ on these machines in the MSCF-schedule is at least
On the other hand, let s z (r ≤ s z ≤ s τ ) be the maximum starting time of an ordinary job on machines {M k 1 +1 , . . . , M m }. If there is no such a job, let s z = r. Again as in proving Lemma 6.2, we separately deal with the two cases. Assume first that s z = r. Using the same argument as we used several times before, it is easy to establish that, in any schedule, the total amount of processing after time r for jobs processed between r and s τ on machines {M k 1 +1 , . . . , M k } in the MSCF-schedule is at least (k − k 1 )(y − C OPT ), which together with (19) leads to the fact that, in any schedule, the total amount of processing of special jobs after r is at least
which in turn implies
Noticing that r + p τ ≤ r τ + p τ ≤ C OPT and s τ = r + y, we obtain from above
Then Lemma 3.1 is applicable with
In the rest of the proof, we show that (20) 
Notice that the total amount of processing in any algorithm after time r for special jobs processed between r τ and s τ on machines {M 1 , . . . , M k 1 } in the MSCF-schedule is at least the amount expressed by (19). If we replace r by r z in the above statement, then the amount expressed in (19) is decreased by at most k(r z − r):
On the other hand, noticing that, in the MSCF-schedule, there is no ordinary job processed between s z and s τ on machines {M k 1 +1 , . . . , M k } except possibly the first one, and their arrival times are later than r z , we conclude that, in any schedule, the total amount of processing after r z of special jobs processed between s z and s τ on these machines in the MSCF-schedule is at least
Therefore, in any algorithm, the total amount of processing of special jobs after r z is at least
which is at least
or equivalently
which combined with (21) implies
since job J τ arrives later than J z . At the same time, we have (22) and (23) implies
which together with (18) and (20) completes our proof for the lemma.
Theorem 6.2
The competitive ratio R MSCF (k 1 ) of the MSCF policy is as follows:
, and
Proof. Note that the MSCF policy reduces respectively to the FFFS policy and SCF policy when k 1 = 0 or k 1 = k. In either case, the conclusion is implied by Theorem 5.2 or Theorem 4.2. Therefore, we assume 1 ≤ k 1 < k. According to Lemmas 6.3 and 6.4, we have for
and for m/2 < k ≤ m,
The desired bounds are implied by the easily verified fact that
The instances below will show that these bounds are tight. 
Concluding remarks and further research
We have studied a novel scheduling problem, on-line service scheduling, which occurs in many service systems. We regard the algorithms (policies) used in practice as part of the scheduling system and consider the worst-case performance of these policies with respect to the maximum service completion time.
We have obtained the competitive ratios for all six service policies we considered. These results will help the decision makers to make informed decisions. In a service system, if special customers are important, policies with priority should be considered. In terms of worst-case performance, the SCF policy is superior over the DFS policy if the number of flexible servers is at least as many as that of dedicated servers. Otherwise, the latter is better. If impartiality is paramount, the FCFS and FFFS policies should be in force. Since the former policy may cause some server idleness, leading to less efficient system performance and customer unsatisfaction, the latter policy seems to be more acceptable for both the system and customers. Furthermore, the FFFS policy is superior over the FCFS policy in terms of worstcase performance.
To balance system efficiency and customer satisfaction, decision makers could consider mixed service policies. The MDFS policy will have a competitive ratio better than those of the DFS and FFFS policies by setting aside a calculated number of flexible servers to serve special customers only.
The following easily established theorem compares all policies in the three different categories from a viewpoint of pure worst-case performance. From the above theorem, we obtain the following conclusions in terms of pure competitiveness. If the number of flexible servers is at most half of the total, the policies with priority is superior over the policies without priority. Otherwise, the latter are better. No matter how many flexible servers are set aside to serve special customers first, the competitive ratio of MSCF is always between that of the policies with priority and the policies without priority. On the other hand, the MDFS policy is the best if an appropriate number of flexible servers are set aside to serve special customers only.
However, for a service system, there are many factors that need to be considered than the pure worst-case performance of the system. These factors include customer satisfaction, service efficiency, occupancy and cost. An immediate extension of our current research could be to a consideration of customer satisfaction with maximum or average customer waiting time in the system as our objective for minimization.
Moreover, many complex policies can be considered. For example, an idle flexible server does not work until the line of 'ordinary' customers is longer than a threshold, like the threshold policy for the stochastic scheduling [9, 4] , can be studied.
